Intelligent drafting for corporate matters
Clarilis is an advanced precedent
automation platform that
adopts a unique approach
to complex automation.
Our intelligent drafting platform understands
legal documents, with a rules-based approach
to drafting, layout conventions and many other
rules of construction. This makes it far more
straightforward and structured to draft a range of
contracts and documents from complex suites of
precedents, such as share purchase agreements
(SPAs) with many ancillaries and parties and
complex underlying deal structures, than it would
be with other document automation platforms,
which are general purpose in their approach
We also recognise that transactions and other
legal matters involve multiple documents. As
a result, Clarilis focuses on modelling an entire
matter, rather than automating one document
at a time. This highly structured approach has
the power to radically reduce the time it takes
to draft entire suites of complex documents typically by 90% on the first draft and 100%
on ancillaries - and enables the drafting of, for
example, all the documentation required for a
share or asset purchase to be done with ease.

Experience
Clarilis has many years’ experience of
automating sophisticated suites of precedents
within corporate departments for firms
such as Travers Smith, Burness Paull,
Addleshaw Goddard, Burges Salmon, RPC,
TLT, Gateley plc and Baker McKenzie.
Our matter-based intelligent drafting platform
helps law firms improve the speed, accuracy,
consistency and cost-effectiveness of
document drafting, helping you to improve
margins and gain a competitive advantage.

Automation of corporate
documents including:
	Share purchase agreements
(short and long form including all ancillaries)

	Private equity suite
	Other investments (including VCT / EIS)
	Business purchase agreements
	Minutes, resolutions and filings
	Shareholders agreements
	Articles of association
	Reorganisation steps

Best-in-class technology
combined with our
experienced PSL team
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Intelligent drafting for corporate matters

Guaranteed success

A winning combination
for deep automation

Clarilis provides a fully managed service
to ensure success. The Clarilis managed
service includes the implementation, delivery
and maintenance of automation projects.
Our implementation team is led by our
team of Professional Support Lawyers
(PSLs) who are supported by the UK’s
largest automation team, with experts in
logic, UI design and optimising automation
projects. This multi-disciplinary team
works with you to design, build and test
the automation. Once implemented,
we help you drive adoption, measure
performance and continually enhance the
automation to procure even greater value.

Clarilis
PSLs

Your
Lawyers

Clarilis Platform

Clarilis differentiators
Matter-focused
Designed for complex drafting
PSL-led implementation team 		
(average 15+ years PQE)

Focused on customer success
Removes risk and improves quality
Guaranteed delivery

“The benefits of Clarilis’ advanced
drafting automation have diminished
the disruption presented by lockdown
and enabled the firm’s transactional
practices to reinforce our market-leading
position. This approach has made us
much more efficient during deals. We
are freeing up lawyers at all levels to
work on the really important stuff.”
Peter Lawson | Chair | Burness Paull
Trusted by your peer firms, such as:
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